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SUMMARY

Dynein at the cortex contributes to microtubule-
based positioning processes such as spindle posi-
tioning during embryonic cell division and centro-
some positioning during fibroblast migration. To
investigate how cortical dynein interacts with micro-
tubule ends to generate force and how this functional
association impacts positioning, we have reconsti-
tuted the ‘cortical’ interaction between dynein and
dynamic microtubule ends in an in vitro system using
microfabricated barriers. We show that barrier-
attached dynein captures microtubule ends, inhibits
growth, and triggers microtubule catastrophes,
thereby controlling microtubule length. The subse-
quent interaction with shrinking microtubule ends
generates pulling forces up to several pN. By com-
bining experiments in microchambers with a theoret-
ical description of aster mechanics, we show that
dynein-mediated pulling forces lead to the reliable
centering of microtubule asters in simple confining
geometries. Our results demonstrate the intrinsic
ability of cortical microtubule-dynein interactions to
regulate microtubule dynamics and drive positioning
processes in living cells.
INTRODUCTION

In cells, the organization of the microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton is

often dictated by the activity of MT-nucleating organelles such

as the centrosome or the nucleus. For many cellular processes,
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it is essential that these so-called MT-organizing centers

(MTOCs) faithfully position themselves with respect to the

confining geometry of the cell. For example, in Caenorhabditis

elegans embryos, asymmetric positioning of the mitotic spindle,

organized by two MT-nucleating centrosomes (Figure 1A), is

necessary for establishment of the anterior-posterior axis

(Cowan and Hyman, 2004). In budding and fission yeasts, the

spindle and the nucleus need to be properly positioned for

faithful localization of the mitotic plane (in the bud neck and in

the cell center, respectively) (Carminati and Stearns, 1997;

Chang and Nurse, 1996). In migrating fibroblasts the position

of the centrosome is implicated in the delivery ofmembrane vesi-

cles to the leading edge of the cell (Schmoranzer et al., 2003),

and in T cells it reinforces the initial polarity that has been estab-

lished by the actin cytoskeleton (Stinchcombe et al., 2006). So

how do MTOCs sense and control their position in cells of

different size and shape? How do they ‘measure’ the distance

to the cell periphery and harness the forces needed to adapt their

position accordingly?

Invariably, MTOC positioning appears to be mediated by the

interaction of dynamic MTs with the cell cortex. The dynamics

of MTs is characterized by a process termed dynamic insta-

bility: MTs alternate between growing and shrinking states

that are separated by so-called catastrophe and rescue events

(Desai and Mitchison, 1997). It is by now well established that

MT growth can lead to the generation of pushing forces (Dog-

terom et al., 2005; Dogterom and Yurke, 1997) and that MT

shrinkage can lead to the generation of pulling forces (Grish-

chuk et al., 2005; Lombillo et al., 1995). In some cases posi-

tioning is achieved by growth-induced MT pushing forces, for

example during nuclear positioning in Schizosaccharomyces

pombe cells in interphase (Tran et al., 2001). In most cases,

however, positioning appears to be driven by dynein-mediated

pulling forces generated at the cell cortex (Burakov et al., 2003;
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Figure 1. Cortical Dynein Captures Dynamic MT Ends

(A) End-on MT-dynein contacts during spindle positioning in C. elegans embryos.

(B) Schematic view of the reconstituted interaction between dynamic MT ends and ‘cortical’ dynein.

(C and D) Spinning disc confocal fluorescence images of MTs interacting with a barrier without ([C]; Movie S1) and with ([D]; Movie S2) dynein (using the

multilayer). Yellow line indicates the position of the barrier. Scale bar indicates 5 mm.

(E and F) MTs growing against barriers coated with 100% dynein without ([E]; Movie S3) and with (F) use of the multilayer. Scale bars indicate 10 mm.

(G) Numbers of straight (stalled) and buckled (growing) MTs observed, and numbers of observed release and catastrophe events for various dynein densities

(0% refers to no dynein, Multi refers to the use of a multilayer as in D). See Figure S1 for details on the detection of buckled MTs.

(H) Release (straight MTs) and catastrophe (buckled MTs) frequencies for the various conditions. Error bars give the statistical errors based on the number of

observed events. For cases with fewer than 6 events only an upper limit corresponding to a 95% confidence interval is shown.
Carminati and Stearns, 1997; Desai and Mitchison, 1997; Dujar-

din and Vallee, 2002; Grill et al., 2001; Koonce et al., 1999;

Nguyen-Ngoc et al., 2007; Vallee et al., 2006; Yamamoto

et al., 2001). Important questions that thus need to be

answered are how dynein at the cortex may be involved in

the regulation of MT dynamics and length, how the dynein-

MT interaction leads to the generation of cortical pulling forces,

and how this may contribute to the correct positioning of

MTOCs.

In principle, dynein itself may be responsible for the generation

of pulling forces, as dynein is a processive minus-end directed
motor (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006) that can pull on a MT-orga-

nizing center by moving laterally along the MT lattice, without

the need for any direct interaction with the dynamic MT end.

This type of ‘lateral’ cortical contact is observed in dividing

Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells, where motion of the nucleus

into the bud neck is mediated by MTs gliding along the cortex

in a dynein-dependent manner (Carminati and Stearns, 1997).

However, dynein-MT interactions often appear to be accom-

plished in a configuration where the MT is facing the cortex

‘end-on’. In this configuration, dynein may act as a linker that

allows the transmission of forces generated by shrinking MT
Cell 148, 502–514, February 3, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 503



Table 1. Parameters of MT Dynamics for Free and Gliding MTs

n = events

M = MTs

Freely Growing

from Centrosome

Gliding on Dynein

(no barrier)

Gliding on Dynein

(against barrier)

Vgrowth

(mm/min)

1.3 +/� 0.4

(M = 38)

1.4 +/� 0.4

(M = 20)

-

Vshrink

(mm/min)

7.5 +/� 2.0

(M = 23)

7.7 +/� 3.7

(M = 16)

3.4 +/� 0.8

(M = 20)

fcat
(1/min)

0.019 +/� 0.006

(n = 11, M = 38)

0.021 +/� 0.006

(n = 14, M = 20)

0.75 +/� 0.19

(n = 18, M = 20)

fres
(1/min)

<0.103 (95% conf)

(n = 0, M = 38)

0.67 +/� 0.30

(n = 8, M = 20)

-

ends, similar to what has been reported for other MT-associated

end-binding (motor) proteins (Franck et al., 2007; Grissom et al.,

2009; Lombillo et al., 1995). End-on contacts appear to drive

nuclear motions during the very early and late stages of cell divi-

sion in budding yeast, (Adames and Cooper, 2000), spindle posi-

tioning in the first cell stageC. elegans embryo, (Figure 1A, detail)

(Kozlowski et al., 2007; Labbe et al., 2003), and, at least in part,

nuclear motions during meiotic prophase in S. pombe (Vogel

et al., 2009; Yamamoto et al., 2001).

Here, we show in a series of in vitro experiments that, in an

end-on configuration, barrier-attached dynein is able to regulate

MT dynamics and to control MT length. We show that the inter-

action between dynein and shrinking MTs generates pulling

forces of several pN. These pulling forces contribute to the

precise centering of dynamic MT asters, when confined to

simple symmetric microfabricated chambers with dynein

attached to their sidewalls. We explain this result by a theoretical

description of aster mechanics in the presence of pulling forces.

Since cortical end-on MT-dynein interactions automatically tune

MT length to the distance between MTOC and cell cortex, we

propose that this system provides MTOCs with a reliable mech-

anisms to both sense and control their position in cells of

different size and shape.

RESULTS

Barrier-Attached Dynein Captures Dynamic MT Ends
and Controls MT Length
We reconstituted the cortical interaction between dynein and

dynamic MT ends in a minimal in vitro system. In our assays,

dynamic MT ends interact with a microfabricated barrier coated

with a truncated version of S. cerevisiae’s cytoplasmic dynein,

which was biotinylated after purification (GST-Dyn331, referred

to hereafter as dynein). Previous experiments have shown that

this truncated dynein exhibits processive minus-end-directed

motility and stalls at a force (4.8 ± 1.0 pN) similar to full length

dynein (Gennerich et al., 2007; Reck-Peterson et al., 2006). In

our first experiments, fluorescently-labeled MTs grew from

surface-attached centrosomes toward gold barriers (Figure 1B).

By exploiting gold-specific-chemistry and surface blocking of

the non-gold surfaces, dynein was attached specifically to the

barriers through a multilayer of biotin-streptavidin linkages

(Laan and Dogterom, 2010; Romet-Lemonne et al., 2005) (see

also detail Figure 4A).
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We followed individual MTs over time using spinning disk

confocal fluorescence microscopy. In the absence of dynein at

the barrier, most MTs (91 out of 105) continued to grow and

buckled upon reaching the barrier (Figure 1C and Movie S1,

available online), while a minority of MTs (14 out of 105) stopped

growing and remained straight. Both buckled and straight MTs

sometimes switched to a shrinking state (this event is termed

a catastrophe). For straight MTs this led to the immediate release

from the barrier, while buckled MTs first straightened and then

lost contact with the barrier. The release (i.e., catastrophe)

frequency for straight MTs was higher than the catastrophe

frequency for growing buckled MTs (0.22 ± 0.09 min-1 versus

0.024 ± 0.007 min-1; p-value 6.3*10�5; Figures 1G and 1H) due

to the generation of a compressive force, as previously observed

(Janson et al., 2003). The catastrophe frequency for buckled

MTs was comparable to that of freely growing MTs under the

same conditions (0.019 ± 0.006 min-1; p-value 0.26; Figure 1H,

Table 1). In the presence of dynein, almost all MTs (60 out of

65) stopped growing after their ends hit the barrier (Figure 1D;

Movie S2), whereas only a few were observed to continue to

grow and buckle. In contrast to the situation without dynein,

MTs remained in a straight conformation for very long times.

The frequency at which these MTs were observed to release

from the barrier (z0.007min-1; < 0.016 min-1 with 95% confi-

dence for 4 observed events) was much lower than in the

absence of dynein (p-value 7.1*10�8; Figures 1G and 1H: Multi).

MTs were never observed to make lateral contact with the

dynein-coated barrier (total of 20 centrosomes, at an average

distance of 9.2 ± 4.2 mm, SD, from the barrier). These experi-

ments show that barrier-attached dynein captures MT ends,

stops MT growth, but also prevents MT shrinkage, thereby pro-

longing the contact time with the barrier, and tuning the MT

length to the distance between the centrosome and the barrier.

In these first experiments we attempted to maximize the

surface density of dynein on the barriers by using a multilayer

of biotin-streptavidin linkages. To investigate whether a high

surface density of dynein molecules was required to trigger the

observed effects, we reduced the dynein density on the gold

barriers, first by using only a single biotin-streptavidin layer

(100% dynein in Figures 1G and 1H), and second by diluting

the biotinylated dynein with biotinylated bovine serum albumin

(biotin-BSA; 10% and 1% dynein in Figures 1G and 1H). At lower

dynein densities, we found fewer straight MTs in contact with the

barriers and more growing, buckled MTs (Figure 1G). Also, the

time MTs spent ‘searching’ for a stable contact at the barrier

increased relative to the higher dynein concentration (Supple-

mental Information). The release frequency of the straight, non-

growing MTs at the barriers remained however lower than

when no dynein was present (p-values 100%: 6.8*10�4, 10%:

0.0021, 1%: 0.089; Figure 1H). These observations show that

dynein molecules do not need to be densely packed to be able

to stabilize the MT contact with the barrier.

Barrier-Attached Dynein Regulates MT Dynamics
The dynein-mediated stabilization of MT ends that we observe

at the barriers could be due to either the inhibition of MT

catastrophes or the stalling of subsequent MT shrinkage. We

could sometimes observe how a growing buckled MT, after



Figure 2. Barrier-Attached Dynein Triggers Catastrophes and Slows

Down MT Shrinkage

(A) Schematic view of the gliding experiment.

(B) MT gliding with its plus-end against a barrier (Movie S4).

(C) Kymograph of the same MT. The MT hits the barrier at the dotted line. MT

speckles show that the MT undergoes a catastrophe and continues gliding

while shrinking.

(D) Another gliding MT showing similar behavior.

(E) Accompanying kymograph, where only the left half of the MT can be seen

due to buckling. Scale bars indicate 5 mm.
undergoing a catastrophe and shrinking back to a straight

conformation, remained in contact with the barrier for some

time (Figure 1E; Movie S3). This suggests that catastrophes

are not prevented by the capture of MT ends, but that shrinkage

is stalled as soon as the MT is pulled straight between the

surface-attached centrosome and the dynein contact point. In

fact, the catastrophe frequency of growing buckled MTs at low

dynein coverage (1% and 10%) was higher than in the complete

absence of dynein (p-values 1%: 0.012, 10%: 0.0033; Figure 1H),

suggesting that barrier-attached dynein rather enhances catas-

trophes (for 100% and Multi, too few buckled MTs and catas-

trophe events were observed to confirm that the catastrophe

frequency was enhanced).

To further test whether barrier-attached dynein prolongs MT

contact by preventing catastrophes or by stalling shrinkage,

we performed an experiment similar to Figure 1, in which in addi-

tion to the barrier, the bottom surface of the sample was coated

with dynein molecules. In this case, growing MTs were pulled

loose from the centrosome and glided toward the barrier (Fig-

ure 2; Movie S4). When these MTs hit the barrier, they quickly
underwent a catastrophe (fcat = 0.75 ± 0.19 min-1; Table 1),

but the shrinking MT ends stayed in contact with the barrier.

The subsequent shrinkage velocity was much slower (3.4 ±

0.8 mm/min, SD) than in the case of centrosome-nucleated

MTs shrinking freely under the same conditions (7.5 ±

2.0 mm/min, SD) (p-value 3.1*10�10; Table 1). The shrinkage

velocity was also slower than the dynein gliding velocity (7.8 ±

2.1 mm/min, SD), which means that both MT shrinkage and

dynein motion were slowed down by the dynein-MT interaction

at the barrier. We thus conclude that barrier-attached dynein

does not prevent, but rather enhances catastrophes, and slows

down (or even stalls, see Figure 1D) subsequent MT shrinkage.

To test whether dynein induces catastrophes by a putative depo-

lymerizing activity, we also performed gliding experiments with

MTs that were stabilized with GMPCPP, a slowly hydrolysable

analog of GTP. These stabilized MTs stopped moving along

the bottom surface when they contacted the barrier, but

shrinkage was never observed (Figures S2A and S2B).

It is important to note that the effects on MT dynamics

described so far were only observed when dynein molecules

were attached to a barrier that faced the dynamic MT end-on. In

this configuration, dynein is geometrically enforced to interact

with only the very end of the MT while the dynamic MT end stays

in perpendicular contact with the barrier. This leads to a coupling

between dynein and MT dynamics (see also Discussion). By

contrast, no changes in dynamics were observed when dynein

was present in solution instead of attached to a barrier (Figures

S2C–S2E). Even a dynein mutant that moves much slower than

the MT shrinks (vglide = 0.22 ± 0.16 mm/min, SD) (Cho et al.,

2008), had no effect on MT dynamics when present in solution.

Similarly, as shown in Table 1, when dynamic MTs were gliding

on a dynein-coated surface, no changes in growth velocity,

shrinkage velocity, or catastrophe frequency were observed

before contact with the barrier was established. In this case,

only the rescue frequency was increased. When we performed

conventional gliding assays at increasing dynein densities (done

separately in the absence of barriers), we observed occasional

lower shrinkage velocities, leading to a modest reduction of

the average shrinkage velocity (Figures S2F–S2H). However, the

motor gliding velocity was not reduced, and the MT growth

velocitywasalsounaffected.We thusconclude that theenhanced

MT catastrophe frequency and reduced motor velocity that we

observe are the strict result of the dynein-coated barrier facing

the dynamic MT end-on. We further conclude that dynein can

only slowdownMTshrinkagewhen it is associatedwithMT ends.

Barrier-Attached Dynein Generates Pulling Forces
at Shrinking MT Ends
We next used an optical trap set-up to reveal whether pulling

forces were indeed generated by the MT-dynein interaction at

the barrier. In these experiments, dynein was non-specifically

attached to barriers made of photo resist (Supplemental Infor-

mation). MTs grew from an axoneme-bead-construct, which

was positioned in front of a barrier with the help of an optical

trap (Figure 3A) (Kerssemakers et al., 2006). Figure 3B shows

sequences of MT growth and shrinkage events in the absence

(top), and the presence of barrier-attached dynein, with and

without the addition of ATP (middle and bottom). In all three
Cell 148, 502–514, February 3, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 505



Figure 3. Barrier-Attached Dynein Pulls on Shrinking MT Ends

(A) Schematic view of the optical trap experiment. Detail is roughly drawn to scale. Image shows a DIC snapshot of the experiment. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.

(B) Growth and shrinkage of MTs interacting with an uncoated barrier (upper trace), and with a dynein-coated barrier in the presence (middle trace) and absence

(lower trace) of ATP.

(C) Shrinkage events of the three experiments. Shrinkage intervals with a velocity higher/lower than 10 mm/min (measured over 120ms) are indicated in red/black.

(D) Histograms and average values (±SE) of all 120-ms shrinking velocities (see also Table S1).

(E) Schematic of forces experienced by dynamic MT ends. (F) Shrinkage events resulting in the generation of a pulling force (shaded in gray).

506 Cell 148, 502–514, February 3, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.



cases, when a growing MT reached the barrier, the bead was

pushed away until the MT switched to a shrinking state. As the

MT shrank, the bead moved back to the center of the trap, after

which, in the absence of dynein, contact between the shrinking

MT and the barrier was lost until a new MT started growing.

However, when dynein and ATP were present, a pulling force

was generated that caused the bead to continue to move toward

the barrier, beyond the center of the trap (see schematic in

Figure 3E). These experiments show that in the presence of

ATP, dynein can maintain the connection to a shrinking MT for

several seconds, against pulling forces up to�5 pN (the connec-

tion was lost at a mean force of 2.0 ± 1.4 pN, SD; n = 10)

(Figure 3F; Table S1). In the absence of ATP, which causes

dynein to bind toMTs in a rigor state, no detectable pulling forces

were generated (Figure 3B bottom), indicating that motor activity

is needed for force generation (Table S1). It is possible, however,

that motor activity is only needed to maintain a dynamic connec-

tion between the barrier and the shrinking MT, as the work

against the applied load (wholly or in part) may be performed

by the depolymerizing MTs themselves (Grishchuk et al., 2005;

Lombillo et al., 1995; McIntosh et al., 2010).

In these experiments, we again found that MTs shrank more

slowly when pushed against a dynein-coated barrier (5.1 ±

0.4 mm/min, SE) than against an uncoated barrier (18 ± 2 mm/min,

SE) (p-value 4.7*10�23; Figures 3C and 3D). While generating

a pulling force, the MT shrinkage velocity was even lower (Table

S1; Figure 3F), as expected (Akiyoshi et al., 2010). Detailed anal-

ysis of the shrinkage events shows that in the presence of dynein

andATP, occasional switches from ‘slow’ (<10mm/min; indicated

in black) to ‘fast’ (>10 mm/min; indicated in red) MT shrinkage

were observed (Figure 3C). We postulate that such slow-to-fast

switches reflect the loss of dynein-mediated interactions with

the barrier either through dynein’s detachment from the MT or

through dynein’s detachment from the barrier. In the absence

of ATP, MT shrinkage was almost completely stalled (0.15 ±

0.04 mm/min, SE). The fact that some motion was still observed

in this case may be consistent with the observation that single

dynein molecules, assisted by an external force, are able to

move slowly in the absence of ATP (Gennerich et al., 2007). Alter-

natively, the residual motion could be due to the presence of GTP

(our unpublished results on dynein gliding assays with GTP).

Aside from confirming that barrier-attached dynein reduces

the MT shrinkage velocity, the optical trap experiments provide

again evidence that barrier-attached dynein increases the catas-

trophe frequency. To clearly reveal this effect, we increased the

tubulin concentration and temperature in our samples. In the

absence of dynein, this leads to the formation of a bundle of

growing MTs that experience ‘collective’ catastrophes, which

occur much more infrequently than individual catastrophes

(Laan et al., 2008). We found however that MTs growing against

a dynein-coated barrier, retained a short catastrophe time, indi-

cating that frequent catastrophes prevented MT bundles from

forming (Figure S3).

Dynein-Mediated Pulling Forces Contribute to Efficient
Aster Positioning
Having established that barrier-attached dynein can regulate MT

dynamics and length, and mediate the generation of pulling
forces, the question remaining to be answered is whether this

MT-dynein interaction allows a MT-organizing center to reliably

position itself with respect to the confining geometry of a cell.

In cells, the details of positioning differ between systems and

situations. To establish the basic mechanism by which cortical

MT-dynein interactionsmay contribute to positioning processes,

we focus here on the simplest situation: the positioning of a single

MT-organizing center in a symmetric geometry. In our minimal

in vitro experiments, dynamic MT asters, grown from centro-

somes, were confined in three dimensions to microfabricated

square chambers. A gold layer sandwiched in the sidewalls of

the microfabricated chambers allowed for specific binding of

biotinylated dynein molecules (Figures 4A–4C). We varied the

amount of dynein molecules in the experiments by varying the

thickness of the gold layer. Pushing forces were generated by

growing MTs that were in contact with the walls and exerted

polymerization forces and/or elastic restoring forces due to MT

buckling. Pushing MTs became pulling MTs once they were

captured by dynein molecules.

We performed experiments with three different amounts of

dynein molecules bound to the sidewalls of the microfabricated

chambers: no dynein, dynein bound to a 100 nm thick gold layer,

and dynein bound to a 700 nm thick gold layer (Figures 4D–4F).

We observed the positioning process in three regimes, where the

average MT length was (i) shorter, (ii) approximately equal, or (iii)

longer than the half-width of the microfabricated chamber d.

This corresponds to aster behavior at early, intermediate, and

late times in the experiment. In these three regimes, we tracked

the x and y positions of the MT asters in the microfabricated

chambers for a few minutes (see Figure S5 for example traces).

For each aster, we calculated the directions and magnitudes of

the centrosome velocities to determine if the aster was moving,

and recorded the absolute position normalized to the chamber

half-width d to determine if the MT aster was centered (Figure 5).

Here, moving was defined as moving more than 1 pixel (165 nm)

in 150 s, and centered was defined as being located within the

central square 4% area of the chamber (scheme in Figure 5A;

for details see Supplemental Information).

In regime (i), aster behavior was at first sight similar for different

dynein densities: the MT aster moved in a diffusion-like manner

through the microfabricated chamber, and the centrosomes

were found in the center only around 20% of the time. However,

quantification of the velocities of the centrosomes shows that the

centrosomes moved faster at high dynein amounts, suggesting

occasional pulling interactions with dynein. In regime (ii),

different dynein amounts led to different behaviors. If dynein

was not present, MTs only exerted pushing forces. Around

20% of the MT asters moved, and the centrosomes were found

centered around 50%of the time, with their MTs slightly buckled,

consistent with previous results (Faivre-Moskalenko and Dog-

terom, 2002; Holy et al., 1997). At intermediate dynein amounts,

asters moved in almost half of the cases, although they never

moved very fast, nor very far from the center. At high dynein

amounts, the movement of the MT asters was most dramatic:

the asters moved throughout the whole microfabricated

chamber, with higher velocities than in the absence of dynein

(see also Movie S5). Due to these movements the centrosomes

spent only around 20% of the time in the center. Apparently,
Cell 148, 502–514, February 3, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 507



Figure 4. The Positioning ofMTAsters inMicrofabricatedChambers

(A) Schematic picture of a dynamic MT aster confined in a microfabricated

chamber. Detail shows the attachment of dynein molecules via a multilayer of

streptavidin and biotin-BSA (roughly to scale).

(B) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the microfabricated

chambers.

(C) SEM image of a sidewall.

(D,E,F) Single plane spinning disk confocal fluorescence images for no dynein

(D), intermediate dynein amounts (E), and high dynein amounts (F) on the walls.

In regime (i), the average MT length is short, in regime (ii) it is similar, and in

regime (iii) it is long compared to the chamber size 2d. Scale bar indicates

10 mm. In each regime, asters were followed for 60–600 s with 3 s time

intervals.
more and more MTs start to be captured by dynein molecules

due to contacts between MT ends and the chamber walls.

However, the pulling forces generated by initially only a few
508 Cell 148, 502–514, February 3, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
MTs do not balance each other, resulting in dramaticmovements

of the MT asters and disruption of the centering process. In

regime (iii), the MTs were long and there was no observable

movement of the asters for any given amount of dynein. When

dynein was absent, the MTs strongly buckled and around 40%

of the centrosomes were centered, similar to what was observed

in regime (ii). Interestingly, in regime (iii), the presence of dynein

significantly improved the centering of the asters. At interme-

diate dynein amounts around 70%, and at high dynein amounts

95% of the observed centrosomes were centered (see also

Movie S6). Especially at high dynein densities, MTs did not

buckle, but remained straight, which is in strong contrast to the

long buckled MTs observed in the absence of dynein. This

suggests that, in contrast to regime (ii), dynein has now captured

almost all MT ends, leading to an effective control of MT length

and a balance of forces on the MT asters that drives them to

the middle of the chambers. Note that the MTs establish again

only end-on contacts with dynein at the barrier.

Centering ofMTAsters Due to a Combination of Pushing
and Pulling Forces
In the past, several mechanisms have been proposed to explain

dynein-mediated positioning processes observed in living cells.

In many cases, these positioning mechanisms relied on the

assumption of length-dependent pulling forces due to lateral

interactions of pulling force generators along the length of MTs

(Hamaguchi and Hiramoto, 1986), either at the cortex or in the

cytoplasm (Kimura and Kimura, 2011; Wuhr et al., 2009; Zhu

et al., 2010). Here, we show using a physical description of aster

mechanics that includesMT dynamics and the effects of pushing

and pulling forces at the chamber sidewalls, that centering can

be reliably achieved by length-independent cortical pulling

forces (Figure 6). In our simple model (described below) we

distinguish two time-dependent populations of centrosome-

nucleated MTs that are in contact with a confining boundary.

Growing MTs exert pushing forces that are limited in magnitude

by the length-dependent buckling force of MTs. Shrinking MTs

that are captured by dynein molecules exert a constant pulling

force. A key ingredient of our model is that pushing MT ends

may grow and slip along the walls, before they are captured by

dynein molecules and become pulling MT ends (as experimen-

tally observed; see Figure 1).

The unstable behavior induced by dynein pulling as observed

in regimes (i) and (ii) occurs if MT lengths are typically shorter

than the chamber size. Under these conditions our theory

suggests that pulling forces generally destabilize centering (Fig-

ure S6D). However, when MT lengths are typically long enough

to reach the chamber boundaries, the model predicts stable

centering, as we indeed experimentally observe in regime (iii).

This can be understood as follows: without slipping, the ends

of isotropically nucleated MTs would remain isotropically

distributed along the chambers walls upon capture by dynein

molecules, resulting in a net zero pulling force on the centro-

some (Figure 6A). By contrast, slipping leads to an anisotropic

distribution of MT ends along the chambers walls, and a corre-

sponding net centering force on the centrosome (Figure 6B).

Analysis of the model shows that for every aster position r,

the net steady state centering force F due to pulling is directed



Figure 5. MT Aster Positions and Movements

(A–C) Data are shown for the same conditions and

regimes as displayed in Figures 4D–4F. Top: rosette plots

show the magnitude and the direction of velocity of all

moving centrosomes. The velocity was determined over

15 s time intervals. The lengths of the arrows indicate the

average velocity in that direction for all time intervals,

where N is the total number of time intervals per condition.

The stacked bar plots show the number of centrosomes

that moved (black, +). Bottom: scatter plots of all aster

positions, normalized with d, plotted in one quadrant of

the chamber, as indicated in the left-most plot in A (N is

the total number of time points, n the number of asters).

Aster positions within the small pink square are consid-

ered centered. Grey dot indicates one time point; black

point indicates more than 10 time points at the same

position. Mean positions and standard deviations are

given in Table S2. The stacked bar plots show the

percentage of time that centrosomes were centered

(black, +).
toward a unique stable force-balanced state in the center (Fig-

ure 6D). Only when the capture of MTs by dynein is fast, and

slipping is suppressed, do pulling forces fail to cause centering

(Figure S6B).

When dynein is absent, the model also predicts a net force

toward the center of the chamber due to pushing MTs. This

centering by pushing is due to the length-dependence of the

pushing force, as proposed in previous work (Dogterom et al.,

2005; Dogterom and Yurke, 1998; Faivre-Moskalenko and Dog-

terom, 2002; Howard, 2006; Zhu et al., 2010). However, if the MT
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aster is too far from the center, pushing forces

do not lead to centering. We find four additional

force-balanced states at the middle of each

edge of the square, where off-centering effects

due to the anisotropic MT distribution take over

(Figure 6E). Note that our model does not

describe the effect of MT curvature due to buck-

ling of long MTs that occurs in regime (iii) in the

absence of dynein. Buckled MTs introduce

additional off-centering forces (Faivre-Moska-

lenko and Dogterom, 2002; Holy et al., 1997;

Kimura and Kimura, 2011), which reduce the

accuracy of centering, as observed in our

experiments (Figure 5A). Taken together, these

theoretical findings, which are qualitatively the

same for a large range of parameters (Fig-

ure S6C), lead us to conclude that in simple

symmetric geometries such as considered

here, pulling forces in combination with MT

slipping provide a more reliable centering

mechanism than pushing alone.

Theoretical Description of MT Aster
Mechanics in a Confining Geometry
In our description of aster mechanics, MTs

radiate from an organizing center located at
position r (Figure 6C). Two time-dependent populations of

MTs are in contact with a confining boundary: (i) pushing MTs

distributed with angular density n+ ðf; tÞ, and (ii) pulling,

dynein-attached MTs distributed with angular density n�ðf; tÞ.
Here, f describes the MT orientation relative to the x-direction

and t denotes time. These MT distributions obey the following

kinetic equations:

vn+

vt
=

n

2p
� kcatn

+ � kbn
+ � v

vf
Jf; (1)
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Figure 6. Theory of Aster Positioning

Cartoon showing the net pulling force without (A) and with

MT slipping (B). (C) Schematic representation of a MT

organizing center at r = (x,y) in a confining geometry. The

MT orientation is described by the angle f, the MT length

is denoted by L. Inset 1 shows aMT under pulling force f�.
Inset 2 shows a MT under pushing force f+, which slips

along the wall with velocity ys. The angle between the MT

orientation and the normal to the boundary is b. (D,E)

Angular MT distributions and the corresponding force

direction fields for a MT organizing center in a chamber

with (D; kb = 0.02 s-1) and without dynein (E; kb = 0 s-1).

Full and hollow red circles show the stable and unstable

force-balanced states, and the green line indicates the

positions for which the forces are shown below. White

quadrants indicate where the force is centering. Other

parameters are kcat = 10�4 s-1, koff = 10�3 s-1, f� = 5 pN,

x = 5$10�5 N$s/m, k = 3.3$10�23 Nm2, M = 50. For

comparison, images of a MT aster in a microfabricated

chamber with (D), and without dynein (E) are shown. Scale

bars indicate 5 mm.
vn�

vt
= kbn

+ � koffn
�: (2)

Here, n denotes the nucleation rate of MTs at the organizing

center (assuming that all nucleated MTs reach the boundary),

kcat denotes the rate at which pushing MTs release from the

boundary, kb denotes the rate of MT capture by dynein, and

koff denotes the detachment rate of pulling MTs. Note that these

equations do not include the growth and shrinkage velocities of

MTs. The tangential flux of pushing MT ends

Jf = yfn
+ (3)

describes the reorientation of pushing MTs due to slipping along

the boundary. Here, yf = ys=LÞ cos b is the rate of angular MT

reorientation, where Lðr;fÞ is the distance between the orga-

nizing center at r and the MT contact with the boundary, and

bðr;fÞ is the angle between the MT orientation and the normal

to the boundary. The slipping velocity is ys = ðf + =xÞ sin b, where

f+ denotes the force exerted by a pushing MT on the boundary

in a direction given by the angle f, and x is the friction coefficient

associated with slipping. The net force acting on the organizing

center is given by F = F+ + F�, where
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F± =H

Z2p

0

df n± f ±m (4)

correspond to the net pushing and pulling

forces, respectively. Here, mðfÞ denotes the

unit vector in the direction of the MT at an angle

f. The pushing force of a single MT is approxi-

mated as f + =p2k=L2, where k denotes the

MT bending rigidity. The pulling force f�>0
is constant. In steady state, vtn

+ = vtn
� = 0

and the nucleation rate is n=Mðkcat + kbÞ=
ð1+ kb=koffÞ, where M is the total number of

MTs in contact with the boundary, which
assumes a finite number of nucleation sites at the organizing

center. A more detailed discussion of the model and choice of

parameters is presented in the Supplemental Information.

DISCUSSION

Coupling of MT and Dynein Dynamics
In our experiments we observe a tight coupling between MT

dynamics and dynein activity that appears to be a result of

the ‘end-on’ contact between the MT end and the barrier. The

alternative configuration, in which a MT is interacting ‘laterally’

with a dynein-covered surface, does not lead to the same

behavior. Depending on the geometry of the interaction between

dynein and MTs in cells, one may thus find distinctly different

direct regulatory effects on MT dynamics. We propose that the

difference in behavior between end-on and lateral contacts

can be explained in the following way: growing MT ends that

are captured by barrier-attached dynein are observed to switch

to a shrinking state. We have shown that this is not the result of

a depolymerizing activity of dynein, and we instead propose that

dynein induces a catastrophe simply by holding the MT with its

growing end against the barrier. This hinders further growth



which results in a catastrophe (Janson et al., 2003). In a ‘gliding’

configuration, or in general when dynein is coupled to a lateral

cargo, dynein cannot trigger catastrophes in this way because

it is not coupled to a barrier that prevents MT growth. Following

a catastrophe, dynein cannot move at its preferred velocity, as it

depends on MT shrinkage: without MT shrinkage (or severe

bending of the MT end), the MT cannot be pulled further toward

the barrier, and as a result, dynein is unable to move in the direc-

tion of the MT minus-end. We further propose that MT shrinkage

is hindered when dynein is connected to the very MT end. We

speculate that barrier-attached dynein slows shrinkage by me-

chanically preventing protofilaments from curling outwards, as

has been proposed for the Dam1 complex (Franck et al.,

2007). In an end-on configuration, it is possible that two (or

more) dynein molecules interact with protofilaments on opposite

sides of the MT, which may enhance the effectiveness of this

mechanism. In a lateral configuration there are no constraints

to keep the dynein molecule strictly associated with the MT

end. Since the motor does not need to wait for the MT to shrink,

it can walk at full speed. This results in a lower effective concen-

tration of dyneinmolecules at theMT end, which can furthermore

only interact with protofilaments on one side of the MT, explain-

ing the less pertinent effect on MT shrinkage.

Regulation of Cortical MT Dynamics in Vivo
Although our results demonstrate that the regulation of MT

dynamics and the generation of pulling forces are intrinsic capa-

bilities of cortical MT-dynein interactions, it is well known that

in vivo other factors, which vary between different systems,

contribute to the proper regulation of MT forces and dynamics.

In fact, typical values for both the MT growth velocity and the

catastrophy frequency are higher in living cells than what is

observed with pure tubulin in vitro (Desai and Mitchison, 1997).

Keeping in mind that it is therefore not straightforward to inter-

pret the effects of cortical dynein (deletions) on MT dynamics

in vivo, our results may provide a direct explanation for several

in vivo observations. Duringmeiotic prophase inS. pombe, astral

MTs shrink more than two times faster in cells lacking dynein

compared to wild-type cells (Yamamoto et al., 2001). The

authors propose that a MT-disassembling factor might be

involved in this effect, but our study raises the possibility that

dynein itself is responsible for the regulation of MT shrinkage.

In S. cerevisiae, in G2/M phase, MTs that grow into the bud

shrink two times faster in mutants where dynein is effectively

removed from the cortex (Adames and Cooper, 2000). The inter-

action with dynein at the cortex of a subset ofMTsmay cause the

slower (average) rates of MT shrinkage in wild-type cells. Note,

however, that conflicting results, suggesting that MTs shrink

slower instead of faster in a dynein mutant, have also been pub-

lished (Carminati and Stearns, 1997). In wild-type C. elegans

embryos, it has been shown that MTs which establish contacts

with the cortex have an enhanced catastrophe frequency due

to the presence of a specific regulatory factor (EFA-6) (O’Rourke

et al., 2010). Besides having a direct effect on the MT catas-

trophe rate, it is possible that such a factor indirectly affects

the catastrophe frequency by influencing the relative activity of

lateral versus end-on cortical dynein contacts (Gusnowski and

Srayko, 2011). If predominantly lateral contacts were established
in the absence of a regulatory factor, dynein would no longer lead

to an increase of the catastrophe rate. Clearly, to establish the

direct role of cortical dynein in the regulation of MT dynamics

in these and other cases, it will be necessary to specifically

measure the dynamics of MT ends that are in contact with the

cortex, and compare them to MT dynamics in the cytoplasm in

wild-type and dynein-deficient cells.

Positioning of MT Organizing Centers in Cellular
Geometries
Our work suggests that cortical MT-dynein interactions may play

a key role in cellular positioning processes. The centering mech-

anism we propose relies on the idea that growing MT ends can

slip along cellular boundaries. In our in vitro experiments, such

slipping (Figure 1F) and the predicted anisotropic MT distribu-

tions are readily observed (see Figures 6D and 6E and Figure S4).

An important question is whether slipping can be observed in

living cells. In previous experiments where MTs or MT plus

ends were fluorescently labeled, tracks of growingMTs revealed

motion of MT ends along the cell cortex (see e.g., (Komarova

et al., 2009) for mammalian cells or (Minc et al., 2009) for fission

yeast). These observations suggest that MT slipping occurs in

living cells. In addition, it has been shown that the distribution

of MT orientations depends on cell shape, and it has been sug-

gested that MT slippage is responsible for this (Picone et al.,

2010). In the future, it will be interesting to directly test whether

MT distributions in living cells are consistent with MT slipping

at cellular boundaries in situations where cortical pulling forces

drive positioning processes.

Implications for other MT-Dynein Interactions
Finally, our results may have implications for other cellular

processes where dynein interacts with dynamic MT ends. An

important example is the interaction between MT ends and

kinetochores during dynein-mediated poleward motion of chro-

mosomes (Savoian et al., 2000; Sharp et al., 2000). In this

context, dynein might serve to stabilize the end-on attachment

between kinetochores and shrinking MT ends, and control the

speed of chromosome motion during anaphase. Our experi-

ments show that dynein molecules can be locked for some

time in a configuration where the detachment rate from the MT

end is reduced (Figure 1D), even in the presence of ATP (consis-

tent with previous observations on stalled single dynein mole-

cules (Gennerich et al., 2007)). Interestingly, this could explain

the observation that dynein under tension can stabilize MT

attachment at kinetochores (Varma et al., 2008). In addition to

regulating MT dynamics and participating in the generation of

pulling forces, our results show that cytoplasmic dynein can

efficiently couple cargo to the ends of depolymerizing MTs, as

has been previously reported for flagellar dynein, the DAM1

complex, and plus-end directed motors such as members of

the kinesin-1 and kinesin-8 families (Franck et al., 2007; Grissom

et al., 2009; Lombillo et al., 1995; Powers et al., 2009). An impor-

tant added insight from our results is that such coupling can

function in a configuration where the motor protein is attached

to a barrier that faces the dynamic MT end-on, as was recently

reported for the depolymerizing motor MCAK interacting with

stabilized MTs (Oguchi et al., 2011).
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We conclude that our experiments reveal intrinsic biophysical

properties of end-on MT-dynein interactions that are likely to be

important for a wide range of cellular processes, including the

positioning processes that are the focus of this work.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials

Chemical reagents were obtained from Sigma, unless stated otherwise.

Tubulin was purchased form Cytoskeleton Inc. (Denver). The dynein

constructs used were the biotinylated GST-dynein331 construct (referred to

as dynein) as well as the GST-dynein331 E2488Q construct, which contains

a GFP (referred to as dynein AAA3E/Q-GFP), as described in (Cho et al.,

2008; Reck-Peterson et al., 2006). Purified GST-dynein-331 was biotinylated

on the GST-tag. Axonemes (a generous gift from Matt Footer) were obtained

from sea urchins. Centrosomes were purified with the generous help of Claude

Celati from human lymphoblastic KE37 cell lines.

Microfabrication and Functionalization of Gold Barriers and

Chambers

The microfabricated barriers and chambers were made by subsequent steps

of evaporation, lithography and (plasma) etching techniques as described in

(Laan and Dogterom, 2010). The gold barriers (Figure 1 and Figure 2) were

0.8-1.0 mm high. The 10 or 15 mm-wide square chambers (Figure 4) were

�2.6 mm deep, with either 100 or 700 nm thick gold layers sandwiched in

between glass and silicon monoxide layers. The gold surfaces were specifi-

cally labeled with biotin via thiol chemistry and stored in ethanol. Prior to the

experiments, a multilayer of three layers of streptavidin and two layers of

biotinylated BSA was bound to the biotinylated gold, ending with a layer of

biotinylated dynein (Romet-Lemonne et al., 2005). Alternatively (Figures 1E,

1G, and 1H), only one layer of streptavidin was used, and biotinylated dynein

was diluted with biotinylated BSA. The square chambers were closed with

a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) lid to achieve good sealing.

MTs Growing against Gold Barriers

Centrosomes were attached non-specifically to the glass surface. Subse-

quently the glass surfaces were blocked with PLL-PEG and k-casein. Rhoda-

mine-labeled MTs (16 mM total tubulin, 6% labeled) were imaged at 25�C on

a Leica microscope with a 100x, 1.3 NA oil immersion objective, equipped

with a spinning disk confocal head from Yokogawa and a cooled EM-CCD

camera (C9100, Hamamatsu Photonics). For the analysis of MT dynamics,

data were collected from 3-6 independent experiments for every condition.

Catastrophe, barrier release, and rescue frequencies were measured by visu-

ally counting the number of events and dividing this by the total observed time

MTs spent in a specific state (growing, stalled against the barrier, or shrinking).

The error is the statistical error, given by the frequency itself divided by the

square root of the number of observed events. For n < 6, only an upper

limit for the frequency is given corresponding to a 95% confidence interval.

Growth and shrinkage velocities were measured from manual fits to the

growth/shrinkage parts of kymographs. The average velocity is the average

over all events weighted with the time of the individual events. The error is

the weighted standard deviation.

Optical Trap Experiments

Weused a ‘key hole’ trap consisting of a point trap and a line trap, as described

in (Kerssemakers et al., 2006). The stiffness of the point trap was determined

by analysis of the power-spectrum of the thermal fluctuations of a bead. Trap

stiffnesses in the range of 0.025-0.035 pN/nm were used. We used 7 mm-high

SU-8 (photoresist) barriers to which dynein was non-specifically attached, as

gold barriers absorb the laser light that is used for trapping. Axonemes and

beads were flown in to make a bead-axoneme construct, which was posi-

tioned in front of a barrier before adding the tubulin mix (containing 20 mM

tubulin). Experiments were performed at 25�C. The position of the bead was

measured at 25 Hz using a video-tracking routine, and used to determine

MT length changes and forces. Shrinking events in the trap data were identi-

fied by eye in 3-6 independent experiments for each condition (Table S1).
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To measure shrinkage velocities, linear fits were made to a moving window

of 4 frames (120 ms). The average shrinkage velocity and its standard error

were determined by averaging over all fits over all events from all experiments

for a given condition.

Positioning Experiments in Microfabricated Chambers

Microfabricated chambers and PDMS lids were blocked with k-casein and

BSA, and incorporated into a temporary flowcell. The sample was placed on

a metal block at 4�C to prevent MT growth. After incubation with biotinylated

dynein and the introduction of centrosomes and tubulin (23.6 mM, 7% Rhoda-

mine-labeled), the PDMS coverslip was firmly pressed on the microfabricated

chambers. The sample was examined using spinning disk confocal micros-

copy at 25�C as described above, through the PDMS layer. For every dynein

amount, centrosomes were imaged in 5 different samples. The position of

the centrosome in the microfabricated chamber was tracked using the auto-

matic ImageJ plugin spot tracker (Sage et al., 2005). In a home-written

program in Matlab the edges of the chamber were manually tracked and

compared to the centrosome position to calculate the normalized absolute x

and y-position (jx/dj and jy/dj). The percentage of time that the centrosome

was centered was calculated by dividing the total time the centrosome was

found in the central 4% area of the chamber by the total observation time.

A centrosome was defined to move, if it moved more than 1 pixel (165 nm)

per 150 s. Centrosome velocity was determined over 15 s time intervals.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, two

tables, six movies, and six figures and can be found with this article online at

doi:10.1016/j.cell.2012.01.007.
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